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Safe and Easy Lifting
for a more Profitable, Safer Workplace

StockMaster Mezzalift is a cost effective solution for vertical transport of goods to mezzanine floors
Using a simple winding mechanism, items weighing up to 60 kg are easily
moved by a single operator.
Featuring a reliable manually operated winch, braking of the load is automatic
when the winch handle is released. Maintenance costs are minimal, and there is
no down time for charging of batteries.
The dangerous practice of carrying items up or down the ladder is eliminated
and the lift table can be positioned to allow a constant working height for
positioning of stacked loads.
The overall length is adjustable to ensure correct operating height at the upper
floor level and place the lift table at waist height for easy loading and unloading.
Mezzalift is fast and simple to install with fixing required a just two locations and
is provided with a high visibility ground level safety rail system to eliminate the
possibility of standing under the lift table.
Mezzalift is the ideal companion to Stockmaster Mezzalad providing for
personell access and goods transport to mezzanine floors and storage areas
above factory offices and tea Rooms etc.

A reliable manually operated winch transfers loads up to 60Kg.

For safe transfer of small items
always use a picking bin
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Mezzalift adjusts in length to suit
the height of the mezzanine.

Manual operation.
No down-time to recharge batteres

StockMaster Mezzalift
manual goods lift . . .
4 Provides safe and easy goods
transport to Mezzanine floors
and other elevated work areas
4 Is length adjustable to suit the
required floor floor height
4 Handles loads up to
60 kg with ease
4 Is fast and simple to install with
two only two fixing locations
4 Includes high visibility safety railing at the floor level
4 Is available in a size
to suit your application

Stockmaster
Mezzalift
Size Code

Service Height
Range
From - To Mtrs

SM-MH08

2.250 - 2.555

SM-MH09

2.535 - 2.840

SM-MH10

2.820 - 3.125

SM-MH11

3.110 - 3.415

SM-MH12

3.395 - 3.700

SM-MH13

3.685 - 3990

SM-MH14

3.970 - 4.275

